Distributed bipartite leader-following consensus of linear multi-agent systems with input time delay based on event-triggered transmission mechanism.
This study focuses on the distributed bipartite consensus tracking for linear multi-agent systems with input time delay based upon event-triggered transmission mechanism. Both cooperative interaction and antagonistic interaction between neighbor agents are considered. A novel distributed bipartite control technique with event-triggered mechanism is raised to address this consensus issue. Different from the existing methods, our control technique does not need continuous communication among agents, is capable of addressing the case of input delay, and is applicable for the signed communication topology. Moreover, to avoid continuous monitoring of one's own state, a self-triggered control strategy is further proposed. And when the system states cannot be measured, the observer-based bipartite control technique with event-triggered mechanism is thus put forward. Furthermore, the results in leader-following consensus are extended to containment control. It is proven that the proposed controllers fulfill the exclusion of Zeno behavior in two consensus problems. Finally, simulation experiments are used to test the practicability of the theoretical analysis.